This write-up on religion in ancient India traces various facets of ancient India religions and religious life in ancient India. The predominant religion in ancient India was Hinduism. The roots of Hindu religion can be traced back to the Vedic period. Hinduism is believed to be the oldest of major religions and originated in northern India. Early Aryan, or Vedic, culture was the early Hinduism whose interaction with non-Aryan cultures resulted in what we call Classical Hinduism. It is interesting to note that much of ancient, classical and modern Indian culture has been greatly shaped by Hindu thought. The Mahabharata and Ramayana, both sacred Hindu texts, served as India's main motivating base for a great deal of Hindu philosophy for people who care more about the central questions of philosophy themselves. What exists? How should we live? How can we know? More than they do about the historical matter of ancient Indian thought. But current research in philosophy often refers to the ideas of ancient Indian philosophy, so it is worth knowing a bit about it. My book explains the bare essentials about ancient Indian philosophy you must understand to do philosophy today. This book does not assume you know much about philosophy. It does not discuss every aspect or interpreta: Book Source: Digital Library of India Item 2015.14425. dc.date.accessioned: 2015-06-23T22:47:10Z dc.date.available: 2015-06-23T22:47:10Z dc.identifier.barcode: 5990010155989 dc.identifier.originalpath: /data1/upload/0010/730 dc.identifier.copyno: 1 dc.identifier.uri: http://www.new.dli.ernet.in/handle/2015/14425 dc.format.mimetype: application/pdf dc.language.iso: English dc.publisher.digitalrepublisher: Digital Library Of India dc.rights: Copyright Permitted dc.title: Int Nagendra Singh, Juristic Concepts of Ancient Indian Polity, 1st edn (Vision Books, New Delhi, 1980) 75. 60. Supra note 25 at 86-87. W.S. Armour, Customs of Warfare in Ancient India, Transactions of Grotius Society: Problems of Peace and War (1922) 8, 73. 133. Supra note 72 at Chapter VII, 90. Indian Polity by Spectrum books is really useful book for all stages of examinations. While Indian Constitution constitutes major chunk of Laxmikanth Polity book, still a candidate reading this book does not understands the organization of Indian Constitution. 3. Language: Polity Laxmikanth is written in very difficult language. The concepts are explained later in this book. 6. Chapter wise prelims and practice questions: It is well apparent that PrepMate polity book has chapter wise practice and prelims questions with solutions. On the other hand, Laxmikanth Indian Polity has questions in the end of book. Past year questions are given year wise.